
THE THIRTY YEARS WAR THE DECLINE OF SOCIAL POLITICAL AND

ECONOMICAL STATUS OF HAPSBURG AND THE RISE

The Thirty Years' War was a 17th-century religious conflict fought primarily in With Emperor Ferdinand II's ascension to
head of state of the Holy The emperor, from the House of Habsburg, had limited authority over their governance. With
religious and political tensions in the latter regions remaining .

Also of related importance is the fact that in order to fund these vast armies the states were pressed to collect
an increasingly higher number of taxes. It also worked to quelled some of the religious struggles with the
eventual Peace of Westphalia. With religious and political tensions in the latter regions remaining high,
fighting continued. Now, it was agreed that the citizenry of a respective nation were subjected first and
foremost to the laws and whims of their own respective government rather than to those of neighboring
powers, be they religious or secular. Martin's Press,  The result of that conflict and the conclusion of the great
European war at the Peace of Westphalia in helped establish post-war Sweden as a force in Europe. In addition
to the more geographical political changes, other alterations occurred throughout Europe such as a new way of
going about warfare. Wedgwood, C. Gustavus Adolphus was shot in the head and killed at the battle of Lutzen
in  The Thirty Years War required vast armies of mercenary troops and this, although militarily wise, was a
large drain on state resources. The treaty gave the Swiss independence of Austria and the Netherlands
independence of Spain. At the same time, the Palatinate was conquered by Spanish and Bavarian troops, and
the electoral title was transferred to Maximilian of Bavaria in  Commercial interests and rivalries played a
part, as did religion and power politics. This would become even more important later with the rise of
secularism as a result of the Enlightenment. They were paid off and sent to occupy neighboring East Friesland.
Socially, the Thirty Years War caused a significant number of problems, particularly for the peasants and
working people. During the years of the Thirty Years War agricultural production declined significantly.
Ward, A. This radically altered the balance of power in Europe and resulted in reduced influence over political
affairs for the Catholic Church, as well as other religious groups. The principal battlefield for all these
intermittent conflicts was the towns and principalities of Germany, which suffered severely. Catholic
Encyclopedia. The war also had a large impact on society as it decimated a large portion of the German
population, destroyed crops, aided in the spread of disease and obliterated the German economy from the
small to large scale. Most historians agree that an overall population decline of 15 to 20 percent from about 20
million to 16 or 17 million occurred during the war and the ensuing epidemics. The Peace of Westphalia
brought territorial gains to Sweden and France, awarded an electoral seat to Bavaria, and secured for
Protestant rulers the church properties they had confiscated, based on the status quo of  This was possible due
to economic aid from France , and the recruitment of prisoners mainly from Breitenfeld into the Swedish
army. Slowly deals were hammered out. History Learning Site. Only the port of Stralsund continued to hold
out against Wallenstein and the Emperor. While this is not to say that the close of the war mended relations
between those of diverse faiths, this separation made it so that this was the last real religious war fought.
Ferdinand won after a five-year struggle. Generally speaking, the post-war period produced the dissolution of
the Holy Roman Empire and the subsequent fall of the Hapsburg powers. One-third of the inhabitants of
Bohemia also perished" For the common people, the number of social ills were stacking up but despite some
uprisings, these people were generally not heeded by their governments until much later in history. However,
similar offers were made by other members of the Bohemian Estates to the Duke of Savoy, the Elector of
Saxony, and the Prince of Transylvania.


